Don't let crimes of war go unpunished
Do you have information for the police?
Help them in finding the perpetrators and get in touch!

The Team International Crimes researches war crimes. It deals with crimes like murder, rape or torture in areas of war, committed by anyone. Your experiences could be of great importance for the investigation into these serious facts.

Get in touch with this special investigation team of the Dutch police.

Your information will be treated confidentially, anonymous if needed.

Perhaps you know a war criminal who currently resides in the Netherlands, but your knowledge can also be useful even if this person has moved to another country.

The team investigates breaches of human rights in countries like Rwanda, Afghanistan, Liberia, Iraq and Syria. Judges in the Netherlands have sentenced various criminals from countries like these to yearlong jail terms.

Team International Crimes
warcrimes@politie.nl
088-6625743
Share important information!

The Netherlands is no safe haven for war criminals. Not for the people who commit atrocities during times of war; not for their superiors who give them orders to do so. And certainly not for Dutch residents who go abroad to carry out these offences.

He who escapes the horrors of war should not be confronted here with the perpetrators from his or her country of origin.

"Lawlessness is not acceptable."

The Team International Crimes works together with the Office of Public Prosecution in order to find the facts. The aim is to bring cases in front of a judge. So do you have information concerning crimes of war? Do help in finding the perpetrators!

www.warcrimes.
waakzaam en dienstbaar